
Previous: 5,479.4 PSEi change: 1.40%

High: 5,571.4 Best: AEV +8.50%

Low: 5,537.0 2nd best: JGS +5.75%

Close: 5,555.9 2nd worst: GTCAP -1.65%

Val. traded (mn): 2,884.1 Worst: SECB -4.81%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0769 2.2834 5 years -0.0072 3.0116

6 months -0.0725 2.3705 7 years +0.0107 3.1502

1 year -0.0601 2.7029 10 years +0.0304 3.3240

2 years -0.0199 2.8404 20 years +0.0540 4.2955

3 years -0.0192 2.9057 30 years +0.0275 4.4395

4 years -0.0151 2.9574

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 50.900 50.700 EUR/USD 1.0913 1.0923

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0102 0.1144 5 years -0.0382 0.3320

6 months -0.0025 0.1395 10 years -0.0375 0.6882

2 years -0.0120 0.1652 30 years -0.0276 1.4089

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US and European equities were muted, following US President Trump's statements against the WHO, and as investors await for the testimonies of Powell and 

Mnuchin. Asian equities, on one hand, managed to rise a bit due to positive developments on the vaccine early yesterday. However, negative news on the 

vaccine came about later during the day, bringing down US Treasury yields. the US dollar weakened a bit, as the Euro strengthened. 
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Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities rebounded, local fixed income yields fell, and the Philippine peso strengthened on global optimism over positive developments on a potential

vaccine for COVID-19. 

 Local fixed income yields ended mixed but fell on average by 1.35 bps DoD.
Demand returned for shorter tenors as hopes of a vaccine brought investors back
to the market. On average, yields at the short-end and belly declined by 5.74 bps
and 0.77 bps, respectively. On the other hand, yields at the long-end rose by 3.73
bps.

 Local equities rebounded on the back of global optimism over positive
developments on a potential vaccine for COVID-19 from the US. According to
Moderna, the biotech company that created the vaccine, there was some
positive early results from the Phase 1 clinical trial. The PSEi closed at 5,555.85
(+1.40% DoD).

 According to the Department of Finance, government tax collection continued
to decline in April due to the implementation of lockdowns and extensions of
payment deadlines. Preliminary data showed a 63% YoY decrease in the
combined collections of the Bureau of Internal Revenue and Bureau of
Customs to Php105.75 billion. This is 19% behind the Php131 billion target for
the month.

 East West Banking Corporation (PSE Ticker: EW) recorded a 75% YoY
increase in net profit in 1Q2020 to Php2.3 billion despite the rise in loan loss
provisions amid the COVID-19 pandemic. The growth in the first quarter was
driven by better margins in the bank's core lending and deposit-taking business,
as well as better trading gains and operating efficiency. -100
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 US equities fell following the rising US-China tension after US President Trump
accused World Health Organization (WHO) of being influenced by China and
threatened to withhold its funding. The DJIA closed at 24,206. 86 (-1.59% DoD) and
the S&P 500 ended at 2,922.94 (-1.05% DoD).

 Asian equities slightly rose despite the renewed US-China tensions as investors
held on hopes from positive early results of a potential COVID-19 vaccine. The
MSCI APxJ closed at 478.73 (+1.87% DoD).

 European stocks declined after a strong rally due to profit-taking. Market
sentiment was also dragged by the surge in UK jobless claims to 2.1 million (+69%
MoM). Moreover, data was released that European car registration dropped 76%
YoY in April. The MSCI Europe closed at 113.24 (-0.72% DoD).

 US Treasury yields reversed and fell once again as negative news over the
vaccine brought investors back to safer haven assets. On average, yields fell by
1.79 bps. The 10Y US Treasury yield came in at 0.6882% (-3.75 bps DoD), while
the 2Y US Treasury yield came in at 0.1652% (-1.2 bps DoD).

 The US dollar, on the other hand, continued to weaken due to the strengthening of
the Euro, as a fund to be used to support EU regions and sectors is under talks.
The US dollar closed at 99.3710 (-0.295%).

 The Philippine peso showed some strength at yesterday's close driven by risk-
on sentiment following the positive reports on the development of a COVID-19
vaccine. This was also on expectations of additional policy measures from the
Fed to support the recovery of the economy from the virus. The USD/PHP pair
finished at 50.70 (-0.39% DoD).


